Call for Video Animation to promote laws regarding the posting of workers
Closing date: 10th May 2021

- **Content**: Animation and Design of a Video on the posting process of workers (for more detailed information on the project related to this call, see the POW-BRIDGE project website: [https://www.euro.centre.org/projects/detail/3633](https://www.euro.centre.org/projects/detail/3633)).

The Video intends to provide practical information and step-by step guide for Hungarian employers who post employees to other EU countries.

**Example**: A Hungarian company wants to send four of their own workers to a construction site in Slovakia to fulfil a work assignment. The video provides all legal and administrative steps that the company must follow when engaging in posting processes. Among other things, the following points could be answered: What does the company has to report when posting workers? Which documents must the company transmit? What labour and social security laws are valid for posted workers?

- **Target group**: Hungarian employers, as well as interested parties
- **Length of the Video**: from 2 up to 5 minutes
- **Language of the Video**: Hungarian with English subtitles
- **Format**: Animation via simple animation technique (see the following Video as an example: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC4-O8Bmi4l](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SC4-O8Bmi4l))

The script for the Video is provided by the project (can be modified on request) and should be animated with suitable graphical elements

- **Further requirements**: First and last sequence of the Video include EU logo and project logo
- **Timeline**: Expected completion of the Video is July 2021 (exact date to be negotiated).

For further information on this call contact Eszter Zólyomi (zolyomi@euro.centre.org).

Please send your offer in English to Judith Schreiber (schreiber@euro.centre.org).